Subject : Regarding allotment of B.Sc. Nursing seats during 1st round of online
counselling under PPMET-2017.
Candidates/parents are hereby informed that in 1st round of online counseling, only
PPMET-2017 qualified candidates from the State of Punjab will be considered and the
candidates from outside Punjab, who are not covered under any of the exemption of
clause 4B of Punjab Govt. notification, will be considered in subsequent
counselling(s) as per the Punjab Govt. notification.
The following candidates will not be considered in 1st round of counselling due
to the reason mentioned against their candidature.
1. The candidates who have passed 10+1 and 10+2 from outside Punjab and
are not covered under any exemption of clause 4B, are not eligible for
selection in 1st round of online counselling.
2. The candidates who have passed 10+1 and 10+2 from outside Punjab and
filled exemption clause 6 or 7 which belongs to Minority Quota candidates
or NRI candidates, will not be considered in 1st counselling.
3. Candidates who have passed 10+1 and 10+2 from Chandigarh and are not
the residents of Punjab, are not eligible for selection in 1st round of online
counselling.
4. The list of ineligible candidates for 1st round of online counselling is being
also put up on website for reference of the candidates.
If any candidate has any query regarding his/her non eligibility or found
himself eligible as per Punjab Govt. Notification/Prospectus but has
provided wrong details while filling/submitting online choices/application
form, can contact the University on 14.08.2017 and 16.08.2017 personally
alongwith relevant original certificates/documents
Note : It has been learnt by the University that certain colleges are fleecing the
candidates by giving only one option at the time of filling the college of their
choice / preference at the time of submitting the online application for the
candidates, by themselves. This is in contrary to the purpose of submitting
choice/preference online where a candidate can opt for more than one college
of his/her choice after qualifying the PPMET-2017 conducted by BFUHS.
Moreover, the colleges are booking the seats for the candidates much before
the actual college allotment done by the BFUHS. Thus, the candidates should
be clear in their mind that the colleges allotted to them will be the one allotted
by the BFUHS on the day of allotment as mentioned in the counseling
schedule and not the one promised/ booked by the respective colleges before
the counseling.
Further to clarify that the applicants who are found not eligible in 1st round of
online counselling due to the reasons mentioned above, will be eligible in
subsequent Physical Counselling to be conducted by BFUHS as per

following provision of Punjab Govt. notification No. 5/7/2016-5HB-III/3729
dated 20.09.2016.
(i)

From amongst the PPMET appeared students from the State of Punjab;

(ii)

From amongst the bonafide residents of Punjab State on the basis of merit
of qualifying exam;

(iii) If, seats still remain vacant, candidates belonging to other state shall also be
considered on the basis of qualifying exam.

